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A SOPHIE MAE ADVENTURE SERIES

THE MOST MAGICAL BEGINNING
“Pastor William replaced his hat
and exited the house. Sophie
Mae slammed and locked the
door. Padding to the bedroom,
Sophie Mae snuck inside and
crawled into the bed with
Grandma Hattie. “I won’t leave
you.”
George the Great Cain had found a
home in Spenwaller’s Traveling
Circus, but times were changing,
and the life of a traveling showman
wore thin.
Discontent followed Ernest Wade
throughout his life, and even the
bright lights of the circus couldn’t
heal his spirit.
But when the Spenwaller Circus
rolls into Drycrop, a night of
magic and intrigue may be just
what Sophie Mae needs to ease the
ongoing drought.
Under a single Big Top, the three
unlikely characters embark on a
journey of self-discovery to find
the place where they belong.
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THE MOST SPECTACULAR TRAVELING BOX
“She couldn’t afford to lose track
of time and fall into madness like
so many in her community.
Picking up the nub of a pencil
from the floor, she crossed out the
day's date—August 8, 1935.”

sixteen-year-old Sophie Mae lives in the
heartland during the dust bowl of 1935.
Life is a struggle until she finds a
magical traveling box on her doorstep
which delivers her to the Gardenia
Estate, a lush property in Minnesota. The
inhabitants are invisible and the house
seems to have a mind of his own thanks
to the residing magician.
A long and happy life among the
residents of the Gardenia Estate is
threatened by the meddling of a former
resident bent on taking over the
magician’s lab.
Sophie Mae feels mislead from the
beginning and doesn’t know who to
trust. One thing is for sure, her life is in
danger, but this time not from starvation.
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THE MOST PERILOUS SIDESHOW
“Betsy wanted to believe she was a
victim of Brunhold, but the truth of
her motivations was crueler. Every
decision to this point was hers.
Feigning interest in George for the
potion and using the others’
goodwill were but a few.”
It's 1937, two years since Sophie Mae lost
her memories of the Drycrop farm to the
Most Spectacular Traveling box. Life in
the Gardenia Estate continues to amaze
with its circus magician who tinkers in
his lab to find a growth potion for the
country's ailing farms.
But change has overtaken the estate as a
stranger in search of a potion to revive his
own country ravaged by the Great War.
Having an informant inside the estate
confuses the invisible residents as they
come to grips with the betrayal.
Join Sophie Mae and her Gardenia
family on their search to uncover the
most perilous of sideshows—the need for
acceptance at all costs.
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THE MOST MYSTIFYING POTION
“Sophie Mae hadn’t given any
thought to the others in the house
fading their potion. Billy and Dink
had transitioned well, but they also
did it willingly. What would be the
effect of allowing a potion to fade
naturally over time?”
George the Great enjoys creating
magic potions, keeping Sophie Mae
and the other Gardenia Estate residents
shielded from the ravages of the Great
Depression, allowing them to serve
those in need.
On the cusp of a new decade, Sophie
Mae learns the estate's magic is fading
on every front. Thoughts are no longer
read in the imagination room.
Residents are shedding their side
effects.
The potency of the plant growth potion
will be tested as Sophie Mae travels
back to Drycrop to reseed the land.
When two paths emerge, Sophie Mae
knows what she must do.
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
As a free-range child, Mason Bell spent most
summers and weekends outside where climbing
trees and jumping fences were necessary skills. All
that energy came from the sweet neighborhood
grandmas who offered thick slices of cake for a bit
of conversation about life back in the day. These
stories, combined with the freedom to roam,
spurred Mason’s creativity and storytelling.
Mason Bell lives in South Texas with her husband
and two cats, Frodo and Fat Hobbit.
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